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Friends, it is a moment and era of
pride for all of us as India is slated be
the 5th largest economy in the world
by next year as discussed recently by
Finance Minister Shri Arun Jaitley. It
appears a reachable target based on
the fact that the Q1 2018 GDP
growth was at an expectation
beating high of 8.2%. The latest
World Bank Report has confirmed that the Indian economy
has indeed become the world's sixth-largest, pushing
France to seventh place. The US tops the list followed by
China, Japan, Germany and Britain.

Editor al...
Dear Members,
At the outset, I would like to thank all the members of BCCI
for giving me an opportunity to serve you all at BCCI. And I
am very grateful to M. C. Members of the Chamber for
entrusting me the task of the Editor of Belgaum Chamber's
Newsletter.
Change is inevitable and it is the only constant, and having
said that, we now will move on to the new year at BCCI with
a new team under the dynamic leadership of President Shri
Mahesh Bagi and his team. I'm sure the BCCI, this year , will
reach greater heights under his leadership. With this I
welcome all the members of the new Managing Committee
and office bearers. Wishing them a great year ahead.

Congratulations to all our athletes for the best ever run in
the Asian games with a total of 15 Gold, 24 Silver and 30
Bronze medals. Hats off to them.
We encourage all the members to come forward and
actively participate in the activities of the Chamber, send in
articles for consideration, feedback and suggestions. If you
have any grievances, please feel free to write to us.

I thank the Past President Shri Umesh Sharma and his office
bearers for a successful year gone by and setting the path
for the new team.

Kiran Agadi
Editor

Management Tips

Create a New Leadership Vision
Now is the time to clarify and refine your leadership vision. This requires both
articulating your values and reexamining your goals for the future.
Start by identifying the four or five most important episodes in your life -- moments that
defined who you are today. For each episode, articulate how it shaped your values.
Then draft a statement of your personal leadership vision. This is a compelling image of
an achievable future. Describe the kind of leader you want to become and the major
contributions you want to make to the world between now and 2025. What will you be
doing in 2025, and what impact do you hope to be making?
Courtesy - Harvard Business Review
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From the Desk of President...

Bangalore.
I have had

Dear Members,

a preliminary

discussion with them

I am grateful and thankful to the members and the

for

getting funds for the building

managing committee of this esteemed institution for

and at the same time we will

giving me an opportunity to serve as president of this

also

August institution. I shall endeavour to carry forward

pursue

with

our

honourable MP and the MLA S.

the objectives and the work set by my predecessors

Moreover ,We look forward

and serve this August office to the best of my ability.

towards you members for

I appreciate and convey my sincere thanks to the

suggestions, advices and generous donations for the

outgoing president Shri Umesh Sharma and office

said building.

bearers for giving us an eventful year.

Dear members looking at the difficulties

Presently ,the chamber is very low on funds, we are

and

shortfalls faced during the recent chambers election,

finding it difficult to conduct activities or invite

I intend to immediately take up the updation

resource persons or experts from various fields to

and

computerization of the members list and also

conduct workshops and awareness programmes. It is

constitute a committee to look into the bye laws for

now very necessary for us to develop the udyambag

suitable amendments for the betterment of the

property in such a way we would be having a substantial

chamber administration and its activities.

permanent source of income for meeting the daily

During this year we will make efforts to

expenses and organizing various activities and as well

organize

seminars , workshops, grievance reddresal

as sufficient reserve funds. However, this year for

programmes etc conforming to a higher degree of

the first time in history of chamber we are having a

quality and content.

very strong representation from the chamber to the
state apex bodies viz FKCCI and KASSIA we have; Mr.

Finally, I need your unstinted support for achieving our

Dilip Tilve- Past President & M. C. Member of BCCI who

objectives to take our organization to greater heights.

is re-elected as Managing Committee Member in
President of BCCI elected as President for KASSIA,

Mahesh Bagi
President

On 11th August 2018 Imm. Past President Shri. Umesh Sharma
handed over his charge to incoming President Shri. Mahesh Bagi
and other office bearers taking the charge.

On 15th August President Mahesh Bagi hoisted the flag at
Centralized Office and Udyambag office with Office Bearers, M. C.
members and Past Presidents

FKCCI for 2018-19 and Mr. Basavaraj Javali - Past
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MANAGING COMMITTEE FOR THE YEAR 2018-19
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KEITH MACHADO

India to overtake UK to be 5th largest economy: FM
India may overtake Britain to become the fifth largest economy in
the world by next year and place itself among the globe's top
three in a decade or two, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said on
recently.

society to a compliant society, formalisation of the economy and
a clear blow to the black money.
The minister said demonetisation also led to an increase in
income tax filers from 3.8 crore in 2014 to 6.86 crore in 2019.
Jaitley said new returns filed post demonetisation increased in
the past two years by 85.51 lakh and 1.07 crore.

“This year, in terms of size, we have overtaken France. Next
year, we are likely to overtake Britain. Therefore, we will be the
fifth largest economy,” he said here at the inauguration of a new
office of Competition Commission of India.

For 2018-19, the minister said, the advance tax in the first
quarter of the current fiscal has increased for personal income
tax assesses by 44.1% and in the corporate tax category by
17.4%.

Jaitley said the time was not far when India would surpass those
economies which were growing at 1-1.5%. His optimism was
based on a sustained healthy growth of the Indian economy at an
average of 7% and the rise in purchasing power of people. He
said the ripple effects of that was already being felt in a healthy
build up of consumption economy.

The Income Tax collections have increased from the 2013-14
figure of Rs 6.38 lakh crore to the 2017-18 figure of Rs 10.02 lakh
crore.
The growth of income tax collections in the two years was 6.6%
and 9%. Post-demonetisation, the collections increased by 15%
and 18% in the next two years.

The finance minister said the exponential growth in consumption
was expected to lead to a large number of domestic and
international players dominating the Indian space. That, he said,
would require a robust regulatory mechanism to ensure fair
competition among players. “As the economic activity expands,
the role of competition commission will expand to ensure fair
competition among players,” Jaitley said.

The same trend is visible in the third year.
The minister said, it also helped in increasing the number of
assesses for GST as post demonetisation, in the very first year,
the number of registered assesses increased by 72.5%. The
original 66.17 lakh assesses has increased to 114.17 lakh. “This
is the positive impact of the demonetisation. More formalisation
of the economy, more money in the system, higher tax revenue,
higher expenditure and higher growth after the first two
quarters,” he said.

Blow to black money
Under attack on November 2016 demonetisation almost ruining
economy, Jaitley defended the move saying the larger purpose
of demonetisation was to move India from a tax non-compliant

Courtesy - Deccan Herald
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Dear Members,
Of The Belgaum Chamber of Commerce and Industries, Belagavi.
We would like to extend our heartfelt gratitude for coming out and voting on the day of elections of
Belgaum Chamber of Commerce & Industries held on 25th July 2018. Two of our members from our panel
have been elected to the managing committee and we assure you to work for the development of Belgaum
Chamber and take initiatives for resolving the problems faced by Trade and Industry community.
We once again thank you all for your response and co-operation. Let's work together for a development of
Chamber.
Thanking you,
Your's Sincerely
Mahesh Bagi u
Sanjeev Kattishetti u
Rajendra Mutagekar

Mahesh Bagi

Sanjeev Kattishetti

Ad Courtesy by Rajendra Mutagekar

Rajendra Mutagekar
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CHAMBER IN ACTION

On 16th August, President Mahesh Bagi, Hon. Secretary, Satish
Gourgonda, Sr.Vice President, Rohan Juvali met Shri. Praveen
Chikade, Executive Engineer Hescom and discusssed problems
related to power interruptions

On 16th August, President Mahesh Bagi, Office Bearers and
other Managing Committee Members had a meeting with
Joint Commissioner, Commercial Tax Dept. GOK

On 20th August, Newly elected office bearers and other managing
Committee members met Suresh Angadi, MP and Anil Benake,
MLA for Belagavi City development works and also they were
felicitated by them.

On 23rd August 2018 President Shri. Mahesh Bagi and Hon.
Secretary Shri. Satish Gourgonda had a meeting with M. V.
Amarnath DFO

At 8.2%, Q1 GDP growth beats all expectations
Beating all expectations, the Indian economy recorded a
growth of 8.2 per cent during first three months (April-June) of
the current fiscal, the best performance in over two years.

recorded 5.3 per cent growth, against 3 per cent growth
during the corresponding quarter of the last fiscal.
Finance Secretary Hasmukh Adhia said the 8.2 per cent
growth rate indicates that several structural reforms
introduced, such as the Goods and Services Tax (GST),
have started yielding dividends. The growth in the
manufacturing sector also indicates broad-based recovery of
demand, he tweeted.

“I am reasonably confident that we may exceed 7.5 per cent
growth as projected earlier,” Economic Affairs Secretary in
the Finance Ministry Subhash Chandra Garg said, adding
that the consumption story is robust, manufacturing is on
track and investment is picking up.

B Prasanna, Group Executive at ICICI Bank, said that the
performance of industry and agriculture probably points to
some employment generation in labour-intensive sectors.

With this, India has become the world's fastest-growing
economy, leaving China (6.7 per cent) much behind. Also,
the government can now claim that demonetisation is now
showing a positive outcome after the 5.6 per cent growth
recorded during the first quarter of the last fiscal.

“However, we are disappointed with the muted growth seen
in services components. This is largely due to lacklustre
performance of the trade segment, which is probably still
adjusting to the GST transition,” he said.

Rise in spending
Better rainfall this year, and government spending have
given households more money to buy consumer durables,
which helped the manufacturing sector post 13.5 per cent
growth in the June quarter, in sharp contrast to the 1.8 per
cent contraction recorded a year ago. The farm sector
SEPTEMBER

Dharmakirti Joshi, Chief Economist at Crisil Research,
expects 7.5 per cent growth to be supported by the third year
of normal monsoon and reductions in GST-related problems.
Courtesy - The Hindu Business Line
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India's foodgrain output to
touch new record of
284.83 mn tonnes in 2017-18

CHAMBER IN ACTION

India's foodgrain production is estimated to grow to an
all-time high of 284.83 million tonnes in the 2017-18
crop year ending June, driven by record output in
wheat, rice, coarse cereals and pulses after a normal
monsoon, according to the Agriculture Ministry.
Wheat output has been pegged at record 99.70 million
tonnes, rice at Rs 112.91 million tonnes and pulses at
25.23 million tonnes for the 2017-18 crop year, it said.
The previous record foodgrain output was 275.11
million tonnes achieved in the 2016-17 crop year. The
foodgrain basket comprises of rice, wheat, coarse
cereals and pulses.

On 24th August, Interactive meeting with Hescom officers
and Forest RFO on hescom related issues at Udyambag
industrial and trade members were present for the meeting

In its fourth advance estimate released today, the
ministry revised upward the total foodgrain production
by 5.3 million tonnes from the previous projection of
279.51 million tonnes for the 2017-18 crop year.
"As a result of near normal rainfall during monsoon
2017 and various policy initiatives taken by the
government, the country has witnessed record
foodgrain production in 2017-18," the ministry said in a
statement.
Wheat production has been revised upward by 1.06
million tonnes to record 99.70 million tonnes for the
2017-18 crop year from its previous projection. In
2016-17, wheat output stood at 98.51 million tonnes.

On 26th August, President Mahesh Bagi, office bearers and
other Managing Committee members felicitated Dilip Tilve,
Past President for being appointed as Zonal Chairman of
Belagavi District to FKCCI.

Similarly, rice output for 2017-18 has been upped by
1.39 million tonnes to record 112.91 million tonnes
from its previous estimate, higher than 109.70 million
tonnes achieved in 2016-17.
Production of coarse cereals has been revised upward
by 2.12 million tonnes to record 46.99 million tonnes
from its previous projection made for 2017-18 and is
higher than 43.77 million tonnes during 2016-17.
Pulses production during 2017-18 is estimated at
record 25.23 million tonnes, revised upward by 0.72
million tonnes. The output is higher than the previous
year's output of 23.13 million tonnes.

On 28th August, Belgaum Chamber along with BDSSIA
organized an interactive meeting with Income tax
Commissioner at BDSSIA hall.
SEPTEMBER
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Wishing all Members A Very Joyous,
Peaceful and prosperous
Muharram and Ganesh Festival

Congratulations !
I Afzal M. Angolkar Congratulate

Shri Prakash Balekundri
for being elected as Chairman of
Shree Basaveshwar Co-operative Bank, Belagavi
for the year 2018-19

KIRANA MERCHANT
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28th GST Council Meeting held on 21-07-2018
– Key Decisions
Highlights of this GST Council meeting
1. GST Return Filing process further simplified

E-commerce operators needed to have compulsory GST
v
registration only on those non-exempt goods.

v
Regular taxpayers with a turnover of up to Rs 5 crores can
opt to file GST return on a quarterly basis against earlier
limit of Rs. 1.5 crores. These taxpayers have to, however,
pay taxes monthly through a challan. Return can be either
'Sahaj' or 'Sugam', wherein the first one, report only B2C
supplies and the other report both B2B & B2C supplies,
respectively.

v
The threshold for GST exemption increased to 20 lakhs
from 10 lakhs for 6 States -Taxpayers operating in Sikkim,
Arunachal Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand,
Assam & Meghalaya.
*Subject to an amendment in law
4. Reverse charge mechanism deferred for a year till 30th
Sept 2019

v
Regular taxpayers with turnover over Rs. 5 crores, have to
file monthly returns- the new return filing system proposed
by Shri Nandan Nilekani is approved. The process would
be based on Invoice “UPLOAD – LOCK – PAY TAX”.

v
A committee will study the pros and cons of the system
and also find the likely impact on revenue.
v
Meanwhile, an amendment is proposed to Levy GST on
reverse charge mechanism only on specified goods in
case of certain notified classes of registered persons who
receive supplies from unregistered suppliers.
5. Creation of GST Appellate Tribunal

v
Amendments shall be carried out by the filing of a return
called amendment return and payment if any, will be
through this return itself, to help save interest liability for
the taxpayers.

v
National Bench to be set up at New Delhi.

v
It is proposed, NIL return filers (no purchase and no sale)
shall be given facility to file the return by sending SMS.
Implications:
The new return filing for Quarterly filing taxpayers is a welcome
move. Compliances made easy – The filing burden has been
reduced for more than 93% taxpayers in the country, as the
turnover limit for the quarterly returns filing has been hiked from
1.5 crores to 5 crores. This will also ensure lesser possibilities of
crashes as the IT systems will work efficiently with a balanced
load. It's to be seen how the proposal for a monthly tax payment
plugs the reconciliation gaps and affect ITC claims. Challenge
can be where the supply takes place between the Quarterly
return filer and Monthly return Filer.
2. Sops for Composite Dealers get a nod

v
3 State/Regional Bench to come up in Mumbai, Chennai
and Kolkata with several Area benches.
v
Amount of pre-deposit payable for filing of appeal before
the Appellate Authority and the Appellate Tribunal to be
capped at Rs. 25 Crores and Rs. 50 Crores, respectively*.
*Subject to an amendment in law
6. Transporters to take note of heightened e-way bills
compliance
v
As the RFID readers or tags to be implemented in the next
6 months, this is supposed to relieve the transporters from
wait at checkposts.
v
Standard operating procedure to be adopted to help the
transporters from unnecessary hardship at checkpoints
and to give effect to a uniform penalty for default by
transporters.
7. Relief to taxpayers up to 31st August 2018 to complete the
registration

v
Composition dealers can now get covered for the supply of
services: Limit equal to or below 10% of the turnover of
services rendered or Rs 5 lakhs, whichever is higher is
fixed for opting into the scheme*. Restaurant services are
not be included to reckon this criterion.

v
Those with Prov ID, who couldn't complete the process of
Registration, to complete the process and to encourage
the same, the late fees are waived for Return filing.

v
All council members have unanimously voted for bringing
into effect the increased threshold limit of Rs. 1.5 crore
from existing Rs 1.0 crore as soon as possible*.
*Subject to an amendment in law Implications: Indeed, the
move to include those dealers providing subsidiary services is
welcomed and must boost the service industry to a great extent.
But certain ambiguities need to be clarified like:
a) What is the idea behind fixing Rs 5 lakhs as a lower base when
the minimum threshold for GST registration is Rs. 20 lakhs
(Rs 10 lakhs in the N.E States)
b) Whether this applies to service providers only or a person
supplying goods as well as services like the earlier provision.
3. On GST Registration

v
Taxpayers who filed Part A of FORM GST REG-26, but not
Part B of the said FORM are requested to approach the
jurisdictional Central Tax/State Tax nodal officers with the
necessary details on or before 31st August 2018. The
Nodal officer would then forward the details to GSTN.
v
The late fee payable for delayed filing of return in such
cases is decided to be waived. First, taxpayers pay late
fees, the same will then be reversed in the cash ledger
under the tax head.
8. Rates Rationalised: Consumer segment to enjoy the
most

v
Taxpayers may opt for multiple registrations within a
State/Union territory in respect of multiple places of
business located within the same State/Union territory.
Earlier it was restricted to multiple businesses in the
separate States.
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Sanitary Napkins exempt from GST: In one clean swoop
the government has made the lives of countless Indian
women easy. Sanitary napkins now will be exempt from
GST. This also means that the GST paid on the input raw
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respect of multiple invoices issued in a Financial Year.
12. The scope of ITC widened

material used cannot be available for credit due to
exemption of the end product, that indirectly impacts the
pricing of this product.

v
To include further in its scope:

v
Ethanol: The implications of reducing the Ethanol rates are
far-reaching. It is clear that the government has a bigger
plan in place, not only will it impact the sugarcane farmers
directly but also lower the cost of producing a range of
items to which ethanol is essential, like blending of petrol.

l
Most of the activities or transactions specified in
Schedule III;
l
Motor vehicles for transportation of persons, with
seating capacity of more than thirteen (including
driver), vessels and aircraft;

v
Lithium-Ion Batteries: This reduction hopes to serve as a
push to the Indian electronic manufacturers, especially
directed towards to the mobile phones and electric vehicle
sector. It will create a favourable space these
manufactures to thrive. Likewise, these products will now
be more accessible to the consumer in this growing sector.
Reduction of rate for Phosphoric acid has further reduced
the stress on the production of ethanol.
9. What's in for Exporters?

l
Motor vehicles for transportation of money for or by
a banking company or financial institution;
l
Services of general insurance, repair and
maintenance in respect of motor vehicles, vessels
and aircraft on which credit is available; and
l
Goods or services which are obligatory for an
employer to provide to its employees, under any law
for the time being in force.

v
Extension of the exemption by another year up to 30th
September, 2019 granted on outward transportation of all
goods by air and sea, as relief to the exporter of goods.

v
In case the recipient fails to pay the due amount to the
supplier within 180 days from the date of issue of invoice,
the input tax credit availed by the recipient will be
reversed. Liability to pay interest is being done away with
in that case.

v
Services provided in sectors like banking, IT have been
provided relief by exempting services supplied by an
establishment of a person in India to any establishment of
that person outside India [related party].

v
Commissioner to be empowered to extend the time limit
for return of inputs and capital sent on job work, upto a
period of one year and two years, respectively.

v
E-books will attract 5% GST instead of earlier 18%.
10. Textile Industry at vantage with allowability of refund of
accumulated ITC on Inputs to make Fabric Material
Currently, the raw material is charged at a higher GST rate as
when compared to the final apparel. Due to this, especially ITC
on Fibre material was not being able to be utilised that attracted
12% since the Fabric that was made out of it attracted GST of
only 5%. On account of the inverted duty structure that currently
prevails in this industry, Council has proposed for the provision of
allowing refund of the accumulated ITC by giving prospective
effect to its applicability from 27th July 2018*. *Subject to CBIC
Notification
11. Important announcement regards Invoicing
Registered persons may issue consolidated credit/debit notes in

v
The order of cross-utilisation of input tax credit is being
rationalised.One must await for further announcements
giving clarity to this.
13. Following have been kept out of scope of 'Supply'
v
Supply of goods from a place in the non-taxable territory to
another place in the non-taxable territory without such
goods entering into India;
v
Supply of warehoused goods to any person before
clearance for home consumption; and
v
Supply of goods in case of high sea sales.

An Appeal for updating of Members details
All the members are hereby requested to contact the chamber's office and update your details such
as mobile numbers, e-mail id's and change of address, change of partners/directors/ entity if any.
So that you may not miss out on any of the chambers communications. And help chamber in
keeping the members data updated regularly for everyone's benefit.
You are requested to kindly contact;

For Trading Sector :

For Industrial Sector :

Centralized Office :
4709, G-11, Ground Floor, Nartaki Square,
New Goodshed Road, BELAGAVI - 590 001.
Tel : 0831 - 2460101
E-mail : info@belgaumchamber.com

Plot No. 48-49, R. S. No. 669,
Khanapur Road, Udyambag,
BELAGAVI - 590 008.
Tel : 0831-2440417
E-mail : info@belgaumchamber.com
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